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ABSTRACT

A tour of almost all new homes under construction in northern Arizona will reveal that many cost-effective opportunities to save energy are being missed. Our technology and understanding of how to build a better home are obviously not filtering down to the intended user. As a building science instructor at the community college level, I’ve been forced to ask, “Why is this message not reaching builders and architects?” Although low energy prices are largely to blame, I’m not entirely satisfied with this explanation. I’ve come to realize that another part of the problem has to do with the way the message is being delivered. If builders’ needs were effectively being addressed, builder education would be more successful than it has been to date. My presentation will focus on the insights I’ve gained into improving builder education while teaching my class.

The goal of builder education is to affect the way builders think about and build homes. Success should be measured strictly in these terms. Did the builders change the way they approached building and design as a result of a class, workshop, or conference? Success has often been confused with level of interest and participation. Having 80 people attend a workshop doesn’t constitute success. The effectiveness of builder education should be based on a builder’s willingness to integrate into his or her work the strategies learned through a builder education program. Delivery and course content become much more crucial when success is based on results. If the goal is not being achieved, then there is an impetus to amend the process.

Improving builder education begins by acknowledging the way builders learn. Builders learn in the field, and this experiential approach to education holds true for building science. One can talk about blower door testing and pressure differentials induced by duct leakage, but students won’t appreciate what is involved until they participate in actual testing. The field is the reality that builders know and in which they are interested. Consequently, when I can’t go to the field, I make every effort to bring the field into the classroom through carefully selected videos and slides and a format that fosters discussion. The importance of this symbiotic relationship between the classroom and field cannot be overstated.

The integration of field experiences into builder training programs is essential. I have found my experi-
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